The Whizzinator Touch

The Whizzinator Touch is an awesome discreet synthetic urine device that is safe for all types of fun scenarios. This disease-free synthetic urine device includes medical grade urine, ultra-quiet flow system, and is very easy to use. Available in The Whizzinator Touch White, The Whizzinator Touch Tan, The Whizzinator Touch latino, The Whizzinator Touch Brown, and The Whizzinator Touch Black.

This Whizzinator Touch is a must have! It is the best looking, most life-like and realistic fake penis out on the market -- that is why ALS is the industry leader in creating The Whizzinator Touch!

The Whizzinator Touch Instructions
A.L.S PRODUCTS ARE NOT INTENDED FOR ANY ILLEGAL PURPOSES, FOLLOW ALL STATE AND FEDERAL LAWS WHILE USING A.L.S PRODUCTS. ALL PRODUCTS ARE INTENDED AS A NOVELTY ITEMS.

This product is not intended for any illegal purpose. Nor is it to be used to defeat lawfully administered drug tests.

Whizzinator Touch Related Products
Whizzinator Touch in White
Whizzinator Touch in Tan
Whizzinator Touch in Latino
Whizzinator Touch in Brown
Whizzinator Touch in Black
Whizzinator Touch Refills

Other ALS Products
Whizz Kit
Sex Toys
Golden Shower
Frequently Asked Questions

CONTACT DETAILS
Alternative Lifestyle Systems
Long Beach, California, US
T (888) 895-7016
Email: Customer Service
Wholesale Login
Wholesale Application
Terms of Service
Privacy Policy

*HIGH TIMES is a trademark of the Trans High Corporation and used with permission.

The Whizzinator Touch, Whizzinator Touch, thealsshop.com are all properties of the Whizzinator Touch by the ALS, Alternative Lifestyle Systems. The Whizzinator Touch is a unique product. You must follow all federal, state and local laws when using the Whizzinator Touch, and or any other related products sold by Alternative Lifestyle Systems. Alternative Lifestyle Systems, and any of its affiliates are not responsible for your misuse, and/or violation of any federal, state, or local laws when using the Whizzinator Touch, and or any other related products.